




PRIVATE NOTES FOR AND ON RICHARD DAILEY

introduction by Adrian Dannatt

So where can we begin with the world of 
Richard Dailey? Should one start in admi-
ration of the box collages hung upon the 
wall or with the taste of those expert ne-
gronis, could we commence with the giant 
feather sculptures or the best coffee in 
Paris, begin with the typewriter poems 
or perhaps the sanded clouds hung from 
the ceiling, the delicious Moroccan din-
ners, photographs and texts, homemade 
cakes and scones, the literary salons. 
No, it is hard to know how to introduce 
this enchanted kingdom, to first creak 
open the doors to the domain of Dailey 
where the pleasure of his company, rich 
anecdotage, is inseparable from the fe-
cund creativity on every side, where such 
friends, food, drink and conversation act 
as a potent extension, celebration, con-
firmation of the artist’s oeuvre. 

Thus in this most delightful of Parisian 
apartments one is greeted and guided by 
Dailey’s manifold inspiration, not just 
the physical art works but the impres-
sive evidence of a life well lived, mean-
ing entirely devoted to the thinking and 
making of ‘culture’ in the very largest 
sense. Here an entire bookshelf can be 
given over to Dailey’s varied volumes, 
a distinction being made, if necessary, 
between his handmade limited-edition 
books which were always intended as art 
works in themselves, and his novels, col-
lections of poems, dreamjournals whose 
dissemination and reception remains more 
mainstream if not commercial. 

Likewise on the flat screen we are wel-
comed by Dailey’s equally protean au-
dio-visual works which like his books 
might, if so obliged, be separated between 
the more experimental and artistic, for 
a smaller and more select audience, and 
the documentaries and feature films that 
happily play at cinemas and festivals 
around the world like any other inde-
pendent movie. The issue of reception and 

distribution is central to Dailey’s work 
and as such has always toyed with the 
bifurcation between the rare and unique 
and the larger public, a practical exer-
cise in Benjamin’s ‘work of art in an age 
of mechanical reproduction’, both simul-
taneously generous in its availability 
and bold in its exclusivity. 

Dailey’s work spans thirty years and 
almost as many media; from vinyl 45 re-
cords to large-scale installations, objet 
trouvé assemblage and drawings, from 
avant-garde wallpaper to collages, from 
performance art to video and film shot 
on every sort of ratio and stock, books of 
every shape and size and printrun, pho-
tographs, sculptural objects, individual 
texts presented in myriad forms from 
wall plaques to red and black vintage 
typescript, and even Twitter messages 
transformed into elegant hand-stitched 
embroidery.

It seems Dailey has taken the entire 
world and synthesised and subverted 
its vast clamour, distilling the whole 
of contemporary life as if through the 
narrow funnel of an hourglass, turning 
our hubbub into the finest sand of cogi-
tation, an alchemist channelling our re-
ality into something far more refined, a 
final essence luminous and still in its 
glass. Yes, Dailey is a visual artist in 
the most old fashioned sense but he is 
also a film director, book designer, video 
maker, poet and novelist, and not least a 
publisher whose ‘afterart’ press has pro-
duced an exquisite array of art books, 
journals, chapbooks and higher ephemera 
including matchbooks.

Dailey has also played an important role 
as a catalyst in the Parisian cultural 
landscape, not just as a generous friend 
and occasional patron of a whole network 
of pleasingly bohemian characters but 
also simply by being one of the 



best-read, wellinformed, constantly au 
fait connoisseur of everything that is 
currently happening in literature, film, 
theatre, contemporary art and music, re-
lied upon by many as a sort of living 
barometer of all artistic tendencies and 
temperature.

As such he is reminiscent of those pre-
vious Americans-in-Paris, those intellec-
tuals in exile who served as invaluable 
records of their times, whose omnivorous 
knowledge and unstinting counsel helped 
form whole generations of fellow trav-
ellers; from Thomas Jefferson as he ex-
tended his knowledge of liberal arts 
and science whilst absorbing the refine-
ments of France, through Henry James to 
Kay Boyle and Robert McAlmon to George 
Whitman and Jim Haynes, our Dailey is 
clearly a central cog in this long Fran-
cophile lineage.

Indeed another artist-publisher-writ-
er-entrepeneur to whom Dailey could be 
usefully compared might be William Cop-
ley, yet one more fellow American in Par-
is, who like Dailey generously exhibited 
the work of his contemporaries, found-
ed the seminal journal ‘Shit Must Stop’ 
and his own publishing house ‘The Letter 
Edged In Black Press’ and only in lat-
er years found well deserved fame as an 
artist himself exhibiting under the name 
CPLY. Much of Copley’s source imagery 
came from his celebrated vintage porn 
magazine collection, material that Dai-
ley has successfully toyed with himself 
in his perverse ‘Scenettes’, both of them 
sharing a cosmopolitan dexterity when 
it comes to playing with the respective 
codes of their dual Transatlantic ase-
thetic. As Copley memorably put it in his 
memoir ‘Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
Dealer’, “Artists are defined by the lan-
guage of others and if they appear on 
the pages of history it is something they 
never contemplated.” Like Copley much 
of Dailey’s energies have been devoted 
to active collaboration with others and 
also the straightforward support and 
promotion of his many friends own wide 
talents, artistic and literary.

Not least of his contributions in this 
domain was the creation of the ‘Unpub-

lished Thursday’ events which in retro-
spect, with the fish-eye lens of cultural 
history, may well prove to be one of the 
most important catalysts of new writing, 
predominantly in the English language, 
which Paris experienced in recent times. 
It was typical of Dailey, and also it 
should be very much added of his wife 
Marie, that these occasions not only al-
lowed writers to rehearse and read from 
their as yet unpublished forthcoming 
works but they did so accompanied by the 
most delicious food and wine, the many 
rewards of these evenings as pleasingly 
culinary and bibulous as literary.

Interestingly this theme of exile is 
evinced in some of his oldest works, for 
amongst the very earliest entries in this 
exhaustive catalogue raisonné would 
be ‘Principal Cities of the Old World’, a 
three-dimensional collage contained in 
a wooden crate that originally held the 
finest French wine within which are hung 
varied points of the European continent 
plotted against the latitude of their 
North American equivalents, an homage 
to Joseph Cornell perhaps who likewise 
transliterated and juxtaposed the ro-
mance of the ancien régime with his own 
contemporary New York reality. From the 
same period would be Dailey’s definitive 
first physical art work, ‘The Spectator’ 
from 1753 set off by Shakespeare’s glass-
es and an open antiquarian book, nice-
ly balanced by a broken vase from his 
antisemitic Jewish grandma, some sort of 
metaphor in itself. This was put together 
in 1989, exactly three decades ago, back 
in Manhattan before it was clear that 
Dailey would be moving permanently to 
Paris, such boxed assemblage suggesting 
both imminent travel, packed trunks, and 
an ordering of the past.

Another relatively early piece - ‘rela-
tive’ being the operative word- featured 
slave owner vintage tintype photographs 
and an old copy of ‘The Pilgrim’s Progress’, 
this work from 1991 directly referenc-
ing Dailey’s own slave-owning ancestors 
from the Deep South. For indeed Dailey’s 
family background is fascinatingly rich, 
not just being some quarter Jewish from 
his long-concealed great-grandfather, a 
magnificently bearded banker with the 



resonant surname ‘Schnabele’, but also 
a direct descendant of the famous Com-
er family of Alabama whose plantations 
were legion. Dailey himself grew up a 
living exemplar of David Lynch’s dictum 
‘this whole wide world is wild at heart 
and weird on top’, even as a tender teen-
ager having his mind boggled by Bou-
guereau’s ‘Nymph & Satyrs’ whilst wan-
dering through the Clark Institute on 
acid, nearly being raped by an old-fash-
ioned Mack Daddy in Alphabet City and 
generally taking industrial quantities 
of varied narcotics.

Amongst the first male intake at the 
fabled Bennington College, Dailey un-
doubtably relished the friendliness of 
his many fellow female students but was 
already, in his own way, a serious intel-
lectual. His dissertation was on Satan in 
Paradise Lost and he spent a full year 
reading it every day, a devotion he still 
continues by listening to it regular-
ly as an audiobook. Dailey had also by 
now demonstrated his unfailing knack 
for finding the most interesting person-
alities in the vicinity, in this case the 
infamously cool philosophy professor 
Steven Harris whose courses on Gravi-
ty’s Rainbow and Nietzsche transformed 
Dailey’s thinking. As so often with Dai-
ley such fandom came to work both ways, 
reciprocally, the same Harris having by 
now become an equally dedicated fan of 
Dailey’s own writing, especially his re-
cent novel ‘Unplugged Yellow.’

By the time he left Bennington young 
Dailey was a determined bohemian, as 
committed to serious reading and writing 
as to the visual arts, and thanks to his 
brilliant friend Daniel Wolf who was al-
ready a precocious collector and dealer 
in the rarest vintage photography, well 
aware of the complex machinations and 
rewards of the grown-up art world. Not 
surprisingly Dailey threw himself ful-
ly into the downtown madness, arriving 
in New York in 1978, a very specific and 
unique ‘scene’ now perfectly captured in 
the aforementioned ‘Unplugged Yellow.’

Dailey may claim he spent an entire first 
year in NYC lying in a hammock drink-
ing rum and pineapple juice and awaiting 

inspiration, living on Laight Street on 
a roof across from Joseph Beuys’s star 
coyote, but the evidence of the nov-
el suggests he was pretty busy, indeed 
‘plugged’ into this whole creative zeit-
geist with singular savoir faire. Just to 
survive that level of involvement with 
the ‘No Wave’ world was an achievement 
in itself and to Dailey’s credit he then 
embarked on a Phd in literature at NYU 
with his next great mentor, the radical 
poetry critic M.L. Rosenthal; Dailey was 
the only student he ever granted an ‘A’, 
who lit his cigarettes for him, sat drink-
ing wine with him all night, whilst tin-
kering away on his own thesis on compar-
ative translations of Baudelaire.

Dailey went on to teach English liter-
ature at the prestigious Saint Ann’s 
School in Brooklyn, whilst typically 
being intimately involved with the art 
department, always seemingly incapable 
of making any necessary distinction be-
tween poetry and visual art, fiction and 
sculpture, prose and painting. Whilst 
still teaching sporadically at Pratt and 
Wagner College, Dailey began practical-
ly commuting back and forth between New 
York and Europe, spending a year in Rome 
‘trying to write a poem’ and feeling in-
creasingly drawn to a full-time life in 
Paris. Having made this permanent tran-
sition by 1991 Dailey soon found himself 
as fully integrated and involved with 
the Parisian art world as that of Brook-
lyn and Manhattan, not least by hav-
ing teamed up with the artist-musician 
Christophe Boutin who was looking for 
just such an active ‘poet’ to expand the 
practice.

Together Boutin and Dailey created ‘one-
star press’ putting out a series of strict-
ly limited handmade artist books, signed 
by them both as artists, ranging from 
prints runs of only one or two to twen-
ty or six or even as many as 250. These 
publications, clearly art works in them-
selves, were not only defiantly discrete 
in their self-limited distribution but 
also almost clandestine, to the extent 
that they have never yet been exhibited 
in their totality or even entirely list-
ed in a truly complete bibliography. A 
high-point of the long collaboration 



with Boutin was the installation ‘Loop 
the Loop’ at the Isy Brachot Gallery in 
1993 where Dailey’s aphorisms circled 
the image of a dancer, both text and per-
former playing in loops.

Dailey’s published texts are thick with 
references to the visual arts: ‘In this 
poem Koons meets Keifer’, and he is par-
ticularly sensitive to the contemporary 
reality of our digital domain, from dense 
social media to the fleeting blur of the 
image bank; ‘Screens archived like Cara-
vaggio meets/ Chuck Close in Taipei.’ He 
remains determined to make no distinc-
tion between text and thought and image. 
But despite this it is still interesting 
to try and sift, to mine, his published 
writings for a clue as to the contours of 
his plastic arts practice, to garner glues 
as to its pertinent visual ambition. Thus 
in his recent selection of poems enti-
tled ‘Pay Dirt’, put out in a limited edi-
tion of ten in 2018, we find the follow-
ing admission of his creative activities, 
his jousting with the fake: ‘My counter-
feit Cy Twombly is an obscure joke but 
drôle/ I have other insider at jokes like 
a huge inflatable lobster/ My “Hommard 
à Jeff Koons” I also have a Duchamp a 
pair/ Of elaborate gold earrings which 
hang on unseeable threads/ At ear level 
called “La femme invisible mise à nu” but 
enough/...so I give thanks which I trust 
my words/ Embody as my fake Cy Twombly 
incarnates his spirit just/ As much as a 
real Twombly which even I would sign.’

Likewise in the slim volume of ‘Stanzas’, 
published in an edition of just thirty, we 
can trace a revelatory hint of Dailey’s  
larger hopes of posterity and immortali-
ty, that universal desire for posthumous 
eternity that he might not admit to in 
person. Here in the poem ‘Wasting Time’ he 
asks straightforwardly; ‘Who never want-
ed to leave a slice of self/ As big as Ber-
nini or Michelangelo ...And archived days 
beyond the fold.’ Or in another entitled 
‘Roil and Churn’ he puts it bluntly; ‘Per-
manent as Rome, you outlast you.’

In searching amongst all these scattered 
clues for some conclusion, some final 
resolution, I pondered the possible ana-
grams which might be minted from those 

assembled letters that make up that dis-
tinctive name of ‘Richard Dailey’ and 
liked what could be conjured; ‘Heraldic 
Diary’ suggesting the grandeur of his ev-
eryday journal, ‘A Diehard Lyric’ echoes 
his songwriting talents, ‘Already Rich 
Id’ referring to his Freudian firmness, 
‘Arched Air Idly’ capturing his languid 
poise, ‘Arch Daily Ride’ implying his bi-
cycling over the bridges of Paris and 
‘Acid Rarely Hid’ obviously connected to 
his teenage penchant for psychedelics, 
which then leads to such Surreal non-se-
quiturs as ‘Radial Icy Herd’ and ‘Radar 
Chili Dye’. And all of this makes perfect 
sense in the end when Dailey himself, 
sensing my almost impertinent curiosi-
ty, reaches for a draw and pulls out an 
object for my immediate inspection. It is 
a black radish nailed to white flooring 
and bears the appropriate title of ‘Sen-
timental Nihilism.’ Looking me in the eye 
our eternal artist raises a single brow 
to ask the ultimate question, “Now what 
possessed me?”
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Tim maul:
Peel Off Backing 

and aPPly 
Talking Points on Richard Dailey’s 

RADICAL INCOHERENCY

 Earlier this year I reread 
George Baker’s ‘The Artwork Caught By 
The Tail; Francis Picabia And Dada In 
Paris’ (October Books, 2007) which coin-
cided rather nicely with Richard Dai-
ley’s invitation to contribute a text to 
his own publication ‘RADICAL INCHOHER-
ENCY’. Through a lens of critical theory, 
psychoanalysis, and semiotics Baker’s 
scholarly tome scrutinizes the flurry 
of production primarily between Fran-
cis Picabia and Marcel Duchamp. Dada 
drawings, painting, photography, mon-
tage, cinema and performed events are 
argued for as not as merely ‘tongue-in 
cheek’ in-jokes between one trust fund 
kid (Picabia) to another newly minted 
international artstar (Duchamp) but are 
convincingly positioned as precise me-
ta-conversations that achieve nothing 
less than to hold modernism at bay in 
that brief moment before hard earned 
cubism fell victim to chic surrealism. 
Baker’s meticulous translations of this 
material is like Dada itself, occasion-
ally thrilling and sometime tedious. I 
wish I spoke French.

 I do not have the critical chops 
to situate the sprawl of Dailey’s project 
(which employs almost exactly the same 
media as Team Dada) among this band of 
long gone provocateurs but the corre-
spondences resonate when introduced 
to Dailey’s objects, images, works on pa-
per, publications, fiction and feature 
length films. How do I approach this? 
When I received the file of ‘RI’ from 
Dailey a few weeks ago I scrolled down 
the one hundred-plus pages and jotted 
down immediate responses (“First word, 
best word”) to the motley and challeng-
ing pageant of works and activities 
that make up Dailey’s oeuvre. Then I 
paused a beat. In a recent conversation 
with a (close) art dealer friend I in-
quired how a new assistant was working 
out, if she helped with sales, etc. “No”, 
he responded wistfully, “She can pres-
ent work to clients but I have to give 
her talking points.” Talking points...I 
like this idea in regard to ‘RI’ so I will 
return to this archive and elaborate on 

my original responses, ‘talking points’, 
leaving their application to you.

1) ‘RADICAL INCOHERENCY’ is typed out 
in red capital letters on what I assume 
is an actual typewriter, very noir. It’s 
a specifc choice. Did he buy the ribbon 
online or did he know a shop? Paris has 
everything. The typewritten captions 
throughout ‘RI’ gives the project an 
period look like Kerouac’s continuous 
scroll of ‘On The Road’. The typewrit-
er’s urgent tapping sound has been 
mostly eliminated by the digital, like 
the ‘click’ of the camera which I sore-
ly miss. The occasional off center ‘typo’ 
throughout ‘RI’ gives the text the ur-
gency of the ransom note.

2) An American kid from the suburbs, 
like me. Long hair on men became more 
common in the 70’s. In the 60’s you could 
still get your ass kicked or be denied 
services when outside your personal or-
bit. If you are a certain kind of indi-
vidual you flee the ‘burbs as soon as 
you can. The prospect of having to re-
turn is a nightmare.

3) Cornellian boxes. RD lives in Paris. 
Does that still make you an expatri-
ate in this era of streaming media and 
skyping? Cy Twombly. Joyce. Kubrick. 
Lee Miller. Joan Mitchell. Chris Marker. 
Joyce apparently inquired about all 
things Dublin whenever he encountered 
a countryman, a map of Dublin tattooed 
on his brain. Cornell was an obsessive 
Francophile, living the life resembling 
an ex-pat marooned in Flushing Queens. 
A scopophilic flaneur enjoying several 
deserts at the counter of Woolworths. 
Poets relate to his work. Why did RD 
re-approach it? Perhaps to comprehend 
it...I sometimes tell students if they 
don’t understand why an artwork looks 
the way it does try making one your-
self. Cornell’s boxes were produced with 
a jaw dropping array of self taught 
craft skills. Nostalgia looms large 
here, but for what? The church maybe. 
Two antiquated crucifixes are better 
than one. RD’s pieces have the aura of 
the reliquary and all the creepy oc-
cult stuff about religion, particularly 
Catholicism, now generally repressed 
except in post-colonial societies like 
the Philippines. “Must we always look 
to Rome?” inquired Robert Smithson. De-
sires in modern life are often separat-
ed from us by glass. Duchamp again. The 
mini-museum. Miniaturization. The shop 



window as museum. Jack Smith’s idea of 
‘pastiness’ as located in old movies.

4) New Jersey. Diane Arbus loved it 
there, for her a convenient hybrid of 
New England and the South. Allen Gins-
burg, William Carlos Williams, Patti 
Smith and Robert Smithson. Visionaries 
and romantics. And Ryan McGinley. And 
The Boss. There is a great deal of ‘beat’ 
in the improvised design, eros, and 
slight mysticism noted throughout ‘RI’, 
specifically in thinking back to Wal-
lace Berman’s sequential collages and 
his Semina magazine (1955-64).

5) Many works on paper. Poets who lat-
er made art; Vito Acconci, John Giorno, 
Rene Ricard, and Marcel Broodthaers 
(especially in regard to RD). If you can 
push words around a page you can push 
stuff around a canvas, wall, or room. 
Broodthaer’s wish to produce ‘insincere’ 
art. ‘Truly bad art is always sincere’ 
stated Robert Hughes. RD’s DIY aesthet-
ic runs through everything here, the 
self published poems and especially 
the self financed films. Language in 
relation to image. THIS IS NOT A PIPE. 
Godard’s ‘Histoires’. Draw a word, write 
a picture. The destabilized correspon-
dence between what you see and its cap-
tion as gateway drug.

6) ‘String Drawing’ Marcel’s ‘3 standard 
stoppages’. Chance operations in art, 
incoherency? Harry Callahan’s light 
drawings and Pollocks skeins of paint 
and enamels, each layer destroying the 
previous. Abstract expressionism; know-
ing when to step away and stop.

7) Parrots. Mimetic beings. Exotica. Par-
rot’s ‘parrot’ in an endless loop. Water-
colors like decor in a pleasant cafe. 
(Actually, much of RD’s art while high-
ly determined has a leisurely bent.) My 
friend Bill Beckley early in his ca-
reer taught a raven to ‘say’ the word 
‘dark’ and took photographs of the bird 
repeating it. Did parrots always mim-
ic spoken language? Could that have 
caused domestic problems in the days 
prior to recording technologies?

8) I liked weather maps a lot when I was 
a kid. Directional pointing. I also pored 
over maps that documented invasions 
and troop movements like on D-Day.

9) Whole and holes. Absence and pres-
ence, that mantra of the keen photogra-
phy practitioner. Addition or removal? 

Orifice/portal or space to penetrate 
either by sight or by a physical act 
of probing and passage. Dailey’s big 
‘holes’ ambitious and belong on walls. 
There and not there the basic of mi-
metic forms. The cartoon mouse rapidly 
painting a ‘hole’ in the wall which he 
magically enters and which the cartoon 
cat naturally slams into.

10) Private parts in public places. Cas-
trating vandals. Did sculptors really 
carve juvenile penises because they 
weren’t considered erotic?

11) Afterart. Perhaps, as Danto believes, 
at least painting is dead, bumped off 
by Warhol’s Brillo Box where the art 
object and its subject were relative-
ly undistinguishable from each other. 
But like The Rolling Stones painting 
staggers on exploiting every pictorial 
device or resurrecting some neglect-
ed style making it new again briefly. 
I never visited the Afterart Cafe, was 
it like the Hotel California where ‘you 
can check out anytime but you can ever 
leave’.? RD was informed here by Al Rup-
persberg’s ‘Al’s Cafe’ (1969) and other 
artist established clubs and hangouts 
in recent history like Martin Kippen-
burger’s 80’s Berlin space ’S.O.36’ and 
Les Levine’s earlier proposed rival to 
Max’s Kansas City ‘Levines’, which I am 
not even sure was real. Afterart has 
overtones of Beckett (another ex-pat!) 
a purgatorial space of transition. I ex-
amine the polaroids for familiar fac-
es and recognize one. Afterart for the 
waiting rooms of the afterlife.

12) Victor Burgin wrote of ‘diagepho-
bia’ a supposed condition where one 
exchanges the commitment to finish a 
film or novel with perusing stills or 
reading reviews. I admit to this, and to 
the fact that as of this writing ever 
seen RD’s films, which appear to be In-
die projects not ‘the cinema of instal-
lation’ designated by Catherine David. 
The color stills appear populated with 
‘real’ looking young people often in at-
titudes of one reverie or another. Am-
ateurs? Local superstars? An acquain-
tance suggested RD may be the ‘John 
Waters of Paris’, high praise indeed. 
Revered and now mainstream Waters is 
a parodist, his targets being the Amer-
ican family and in the last several 
decades contemporary art channelling 
‘picture generation’ figures like John 
Baldesarri and Richard Prince, natu-
rally. Do RD’s actors work out of im



prov like directors Ken Loach or Woody Allen 
or is a bare bones mis en scene introduced like 
JLG, Warhol, or true oddballs like Harry Jag-
lom or Milton Moses Ginsburg? (See, I do sort of 
know my stuff). I appreciate RD’s risk taking, 
frugality, and the tenacious ‘learning on the 
job’ film making requires. RD’s posters for his 
film (s) earn our attention: ‘The Visit’ (2010) is 
especially carnivalesque with its young cast 
featured in round inserts (holes? spotlights?) 
and in the use of ‘psychedelic’ lettering once 
favored by the Fillmore Auditorium and ubiq-
uitous in counter-culture graphics of the 60’s 
and beyond. Also of note is the image of a young 
shirtless man with an antler-cap who could be 
the generic hipster but in a distinctly Euro 
context, as the background of the apartment 
attests. ‘Luna and Miss Y’s ‘ poster is a more con-
temporary pastiche that signals the ‘foreign’ 
arthouse film along with the distinct impres-
sion that anything goes. A camera held by one 
of the actors promises the voyeuristic.

13) Numerous works around ‘feather types’ il-
lustrating the mildly erotic thread that 
runs through ‘RI’...Pudenda?, something akin 
to Beardsley and Art Nouveau here. And that 
studio. I remember an image of Man Ray’s Paris 
atelier, long and narrow, not much light. 

14) Clouds. Big pieces fitting the subject. Ir-
regularly shaped plexiglass forms, the polar 
opposites of Stella’s ‘black’ paintings. Clouds 
are moved along the sky in directions indicat-
ed in those earlier weather map arrows. The 
comic strip’s ‘thought balloon’. 

15) ‘Mythy Quck’. Anagram? Text projected on a 
nude woman striking arty ‘studio photography’ 
poses. Projections on female bodies always re-
mind me of the credit sequence of movies about 
Bond, James Bond. A Onestar book. 

16). Impoverished hand rendered language on 
several materials including foam core planks. 
The economic austerity of Fluxus present 
here, which is adored as both porto-relational 
and conceptual art that no one made a penny 
from in their lifetimes(s), except maybe Joseph 
Beuys (now banished) and Yoko Ono. Official 
Fluxus also had a passport-stamping adminis-
trative dimension that I believe was informed 
by George Maciuna’s post war experiences as a 
refugee. Robert Filliou still my fave. And we 
cannot forget Ben Vautier. 

17) RD stated that he came to photography a 
naif which is certainly possible. His images are 
a little rough on the eye, they fight back, re-
sisting control, occasionally lurid and semi-de-

lirious. Intentional? I’m not comfortable with 
the term ‘outsider’ when it comes to art and I 
wonder if it even exists in photography after 
the digital democratized technology making 
everyone a ‘pro’. The restless imbalance in some 
of RD’s pictures almost suggest some occult or 
unknowable personal use or reasoning like Sig-
mar Polke’s. 

18) Risqué postcards from back in day, quite 
‘innocent’ considering what was out there. Per-
haps souvenirs of a trip to continent. Lovingly 
hand colored. 

19) ‘Harinezumi’ photographs. A kind of camera. 
RD’s have the grain and texture of the sur-
veillance image. All photography is a form of 
time travel. Vintage camera’s and processes may 
accomplish this without trading in nostalgia 
but it’s rare. 

20) Poetry and dreams. For some a dream diary 
is a necessity. I always transcribe any dream 
about an art object or photographic image, 
which happens with some regularity (Zolpidem). 
Dreams and the uncanny. Surrealism; a jazz age 
advertising agency for the selling of ‘Dreams 
Money Can Buy’ (Richter). RD dreamt about Lewis 
Baltz, another ex-pat I knew peripherally and 
whose photography I both admired and owned. 
Somewhat forgotten is my former instructor 
Jon Borofsky, who rendered crude versions of 
his dreams on small canvases in the 70’s. He was 
later Mike Kelley’s teacher at Calarts and I be-
lieve an influence. Jim Shaw does dreams. Jas-
per Johns dreamt of a flag. 

21) Posters, surprising choices here. A certain 
degree of camp for the cinephile/collector. 
Woody Allen’s apartment decor in ‘Play It Again 
Sam’. Original matchbook design, again a bit ris-
qué, something similar must have been provided 
by nightclubs like The Stork Club and Brown 
Derby back when. ‘Cigarette girls’ working for 
tips. Striking a match to light another’s smoke 
briefly illuminating his or her face. 

22) Signage, who can resist? The overlap of see-
ing and reading. Jasper Johns got that ball 
rolling. The importance of the appropriate let-
tering or type font in conveying mood, atti-
tude, and the volume in which it echoes in our 
heads. 

23) ‘Unplugged Yellow’. Desirous individuals 
during the feverish moment that was the ‘East 
Village’, ’79-80ish. Everyone wanted something 
from somebody else. Nobodies became somebodies 
fast for an audience always seemed available. 
I didn’t like the art particularly and hated 



cliques of any kind (one of the reasons I 
moved to Manhattan in the first place in 
1969). However I enjoyed going to all the 
openings on the weekend and dropping by 
the few clubs that felt simpatico. Dancete-
ria was my favorite, I saw the Pogues there 
and performed there courtesy Michael Smith. 
Militant amateurism reigned. Radical Inco-
herency? 

24) Apollinaire photocopies. Really authen-
tic and among the more singular works in-
cluded in ‘RI’. A coloring book could/should 
be forthcoming. Picasso planned to erect a 
monument in Montparnasse to his poet friend 
but it never got off the ground. 

25) 45 Records. Love this. More spinning in-
formation. Duchamp and autism. Listened to 
a Jack Goldstein record earlier this year 
on earphones in a gallery (in the East Vil-
lage!). A continuous loop of someone drown-
ing, flailing helplessly in the water.

26) Parrots again. Also scary dancing ‘X’s’ 
like demons or imps illustrated in 19th cen-
tury advertising for absinthe. Cartoons once 
put an ‘X’ over character’s eyes to signify 
death. Chris Burden constructed a big ‘X’ in 
the desert and set it on fire. Negation(s). 

27) Spiral writing, either you or the picture 
has to move. MD’s puns. Again, Smithson quot-
ing Beckett...”Going nowhere, coming from no-
where....” 

28) Homages. Duchamp, Twombly, and Weiner. 
Twombly in Rome. Duchamp as New Yorker 
with our ‘amusing’ plumbing (here Smithson 
not so amused). Weiner in Amsterdam, boats 
and water so prevalent in his vast output. 

29) ‘Selfies’. The divided self, hands ‘paint-
ed’ different colors. Whatever is touched 
turns to art. Did RD’s camera get smudged? 
Didn’t the ancient Pict’s paint themselves 
blue before they went into battle? Did 
Yves Klein wear gloves when applying blue-
stained women to canvases? (I’ll look for the 
pictures of this....) And what of magenta? 

Tim Maul 03/19/19

Tim Maul is an artist and art writer repre-
sented by Leslie Tonkonow Artworks & Proj-
ects (New York) and Florence Loewy (Paris)

































































Richard Dailey’s Art after the End of Art

by Diana Quinby

Hanging across from each other in Rich-
ard Dailey’s spacious, light-filled living 
room that overlooks the Boulevard du 
Temple in Paris are two impressive works, 
each one composed of a large, box-like 
frame and containing a giant black and 
white feather cut out of semitranslu-
cent polyester paper. Imposing in scale, 
these Feather Boxes have a weightiness 
to them: the feathers themselves seem 
to hang like pendulums in their frames. 
They exude an odd sensuality, a physical 
presence. A coiled telephone cord with an 
electric plug on the end hangs down from 
the bottom of each of the frames. “I’m 
always amazed that these things still 
work1,” says Dailey as he goes over to 
plug one of them in. The feather begins 
to quiver, as if being softly blown by 
a gentle breeze, and white tube lights 
that run along the inside of the frame 
turn on, infusing the box with a hazy 
glow.
 Lightness and light. Light as a 
feather. These “light” boxes, made in 
2003, are as hefty as antique display 
cabinets yet they showcase luminosity 
and the notion of weightlessness. Rich-
ard Dailey clearly takes pleasure in 
fabricating things of a poetic nature, 
assembling ideas and images, juxtaposing 
opposites and leading the imagination 
in several directions at once. While the 
word “poetic” is much overused in writ-
ing about art, perhaps as a way to avoid 
ascribing any fixed meaning to a partic-
ular work, in Dailey’s case, it’s precisely 
the right term for describing his mul-
tiform artistic practice. Since his teen-
age years in the early 1970’s, when he 
was particularly inspired by the Beats 
and the New York School, poetry has been 
the “dominant force” in his life2. Living 
in New York City after graduating from 
Bennington College in 1978, he composed 
his poems on a 19th century desktop let-

terpress, publishing occasionally and 
keeping close contact with the downtown 
art world. It wasn’t until 1991, when he 
settled in Paris, a city where he didn’t 
(yet) speak the language, and where he 
wouldn’t have many English-speaking 
readers, that he began to consider how 
he might make poetry visually.
 His first artworks pay homage to 
the Dada and Surrealist object, and espe-
cially to Joseph Cornell’s boxes, in which 
an array of found objects, images, maps 
and recuperated materials coalesce into 
subtly composed and enigmatic tableaux. 
Dailey is also a scavenger, returning 
from his regular visits to the Parisian 
flea markets with old books, engravings, 
photographs, postcards, tintypes, maps, 
marbles, statuettes of the crucified 
Christ and a host of other objects that 
will be assembled, sometimes framed or 
arranged inside boxes. Language is pres-
ent in many of these works, but words and 
text are dissociated from their original 
context, thus giving the spectator, and 
the artist, free interpretive rein lead-
ing to a highly personal yet open-ended 
association of meanings and emotions.
 Havana Souvenir, from 1991, is par-
ticularly reminiscent of Cornell’s “Bird 
Boxes”. A small flock of tin bird orna-
ments, including two parrots on their 
perch and three other birds in flight, 
circle around and above a collaged back-
ground made from a splotchy pink book 
cover, a computer board, a map of Havana 
and a Cuban stamp. The book cover might 
be a nod to Hemingway, and its mold spots 
perhaps an evocation of the peeling and 
flaking paint of the city’s brightly col-
ored buildings. The birds suggest travel, 
or escape, to far away destinations, but 
more specifically they refer to Cornell’s 
fascination with birds. Having lived a 
mostly reclusive life, rarely venturing 
from his home in Flushing, New York, Cor

1 Author’s conversation with Dailey, spring 2019.
2 Richard Dailey, Radical Incoherency, 2.



nell often used images of birds, which 
can be seen as symbols of freedom and 
the flight of the imagination, or as met-
aphors for his own “caged vitality” and 
his unrealized desire to travel. Parrots 
appear with particular frequency, name-
ly in a series of boxes made in homage to 
Juan Gris. Captivated by Gris’ The Man in 
the Café, a painting from 1914 shown at 
the Sidney Janis Gallery in Manhattan in 
19533, Cornell subsequently “parroted” 
the Spanish artist in several works, both 
literally and figuratively, mimicking 
his papier-collé technique as a way of 
expressing artistic kinship. By includ-
ing parrots in Havana Souvenir, Dailey, 
in turn, has playfully parroted Cornell, 
thus paying tribute to the art of assem-
blage as visual poetry.

•
Richard Dailey has said that he doesn’t 
paint or draw, that he doesn’t actually 
“make” anything. Attracted to “things 
that cost no money”, he intuitively recy-
cles into art whatever he finds that res-
onates both with his creative thinking 
process and his daily life experience. 
For instance, the feathers that hang in 
the Feather Boxes were taken from a 19th 
century book found at a flea market: 
Robert Ridgway’s Nomenclature of Col-
ors. Struck by a plate of black and white 
illustrations showing different kinds of 
feathers, Dailey photocopied them sever-
al times and in varying sizes on polyes-
ter paper, enlarging them up to 2 meters 
high and then cutting them out. He then 
placed them in the boxes that he had 
custom-built and fitted with small fans 
and LED lights. He writes that when he 
first saw the illustrations of the feath-
ers, he felt a “shock of recognition4.” Vi-
sually, the plate of feather types from 
Ridgway’s book is not unlike a work he 
had produced a few years earlier. (W)
holes, from 1998, is also something of a 
plate of illustrations, or a kind of sys-
tem of classification of something utter-
ly intangible. Comprised of a series flat, 
black shapes resembling ink blots, each 
(w)hole is accompanied by a caption such 
as “The (w)hole you didn’t leave” or “The 

(w)hole you might have left.” The seem-
ing arbitrariness of the shapes and the 
subtle play of language ushers forth a 
multiplicity of possible meanings both 
humorous and daunting. Perhaps the en-
chantingly symmetrical shapes found on 
bird feathers, –diamonds, squares, cir-
cles, hearts – appeared to Dailey as more 
perfected (w)holes, or as representing a 
poetic ideal towards which the artist is 
continuously striving.
 Appropriating found images 
through photocopying, enlarging and 
reducing has been one of Dailey’s pre-
ferred ways to create images. The (W)
holes were made by cutting out shapes 
in black paper and photocopying them on 
to translucent plastic. But in spite of 
what he’s said, Dailey has used paint and 
made drawings, and he continues to do so 
today. In the early 1990’s, he began mak-
ing string drawings in which the loops 
and curves of a piece ofstring glued to 
paper suggest flowing yet unreadable 
script, evoking the conundrum of the 
English-speaking poet in Paris. Perhaps 
what was most difficult for Dailey was 
to convince himself that he was a visu-
al artist as much as he was a poet. His 
mixed-media string drawing from 1993, 
Protagonist Fuck Yourself, is case in 
point. The work seems to have been made 
in a fit of post-modern self-deprecation. 
A string bisects the sheet of paper, form-
ing the word “fuck” right in the center, 
which is held together with push-pins 
and haloed by a donut of blue paint. 
The words “protagonist” and “yourself” 
are hand-written on pieces of masking 
tape that appear to hold the ends of the 
string in place. “That protagonist spe-
cifically is me trying to cast myself as 
a painter5,” says the artist. While taking 
a swing at the autonomous Modernist sub-
ject and prohibiting himself from pos-
turing as a painter, Dailey nevertheless 
enjoyed making an original work of art 
on paper.
 Into the later 1990’s and early 
2000’s, Dailey’s creative practice became 
increasingly more diverse and experi-
men-tal, expressing a connection with art

3  See Birds of a Feather : Joseph Cornell’s Homage to Juan Gris, an exhibit at the Metro 
politan Museum of Art, New York, January-April 2018.
4  Radical Incoherency, 41.
5  Interview with Stefano Chiodi, 15.



ists as different as Marcel Broodthaers 
and Barbara Kruger. As digital technolo-
gy became more accessible, he began mak-
ing photographs, artist’s books, posters, 
videos and films while still writing poet-
ry (in English). He began writing art criti-
cism and fiction (also in English), publish-
ing his first novel, Unplugged Yellow, a 
fast-moving account of the vicissitudes 
of love, sex, drugs and painting in the 
New York art world of 1980, in 2016. Look-
ing through Dailey’s homemade catalogue 
raisonné, provocatively titled Radical 
Incoherency, the viewer who’s pressed for 
time may well have difficulty discerning 
the underlying connecting thread that 
must be charting its way through all of 
this artistic and literary output. Dailey 
himself seems to be asking whether or not 
such a thread even exists, but of course 
it does, and he has unequivocally stat-
ed: “[...] as diverse as everything I do is, 
and the way it is constantly morphing, in 
spite of that there is a unifying sensi-
bility [...]6.” While each different medium 
makes its own demands, what the artist 
decides to with that medium is inevita-
bly deeply personal. So how to describe 
Dailey’s “overarching sensibility”? His 
work reveals a fondness for things “ret-
ro” and their poetic potential, an erotic 
undercurrent and sometimes an unabashed 
delight in sexual humor, a penchant for 
unexpected juxtapositions and for stag-
ing narratives, an affection for bright 
colors, and a visible pleasure in explor-
ing the visual possibilities of the drawn, 
written and printed word.
 Dailey’s photographs and films 
often represent or include the people 
and places he loves, providing a glimpse 
of his intimate self. His first film, God 
didn’t give me a week’s notice, is a short, 
poignant portrait of Margaret Holloway, 
a former acquaintance of his from Ben-
nington and graduate of the Yale School 
of Drama. Impoverished and suffering 
from mental illness, Holloway came to be 
known as “The Shakespeare Lady”, dramat-
ically reciting passages from Euripides, 
Shakespeare and Chaucer on the streets 

of New Haven where Dailey made the film 
in 1999. His close-up shots of Holloway 
capture the expressive intensity of her 
monologues, revealing a profound yet 
tragic example of the intertwining of 
art and life. 
 In an oddly self-referential film, 
Luna & Ms Y, the melding of art and life 
takes a cynical yet tragicomic turn. A 
parody of the Parisian art world shot 
in 2004, mostly in Dailey’s studio in the 
eleventh arrondissement, the film ex-
plores notions of originality, author-
ship and the pangs of the creative pro-
cess via the reuniting of two artists and 
ex-lesbian lovers. There are references 
to Dailey’s artistic practice through-
out, namely in Luna’s (Dailey’s) studio, in 
which his many photocopied and photo-
graphic works cover the walls.

•
 At the end of the 1990’s, as a way 
of circumscribing his multidisciplinary 
artistic and literary practice, Dailey 
trademarked the term Afterart to desig-
nate the entirety of his creative produc-
tion, borrowing the expression from Ar-
thur Danto’s After the End of Art. “What’s 
left after the end of art ?” asks Dailey. 
“More art, of course, and we’re going to 
have to live with it7.” Danto had argued 
that Andy Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, from 
1964, being undistinguishable from real 
Brillo boxes, pushed the notion of visu-
al representation to its outermost limit, 
ushering a crisis as to what art could be. 
“[T]here was no special way works of art 
had to look,” writes Danto, “...anything 
could be a work of art [...]8.” Throughout 
the 1970’s and into the 1980’s, a number 
of styles or short-lived artistic move-
ments appeared one after the next, but 
no single defining movement came to the 
fore, leading to what the art critic and 
philosopher described as “the end of a 
certain narrative which has unfolded in 
art history over the centuries [...]9.” Danto 
wasn’t implying that there would be no 
more art, but rather that “the absence of 
direction was the defining trait of the 
new period [...]10.” Given this tremen

6 Ibid, 10.
7 Ibid, p. 23.
8 Arthur Danto, After the End of Art : Contemporary Art and the Pale of History, (Princ-
eton and Oxford : Princeton University Press, 1997), 13.
9 Ibid, 37.



dous opening-up of artistic possibili-
ties, of how to see, and of what consti-
tutes a work of art, he personally felt 
that “the major artistic contribution 
of the decade [the 1970’s] was the emer-
gence of the appropriated image – the 
taking over of images with established 
meaning and identity and giving them a 
fresh meaning and identity11.” This may 
well define much of Richard Dailey’s art: 
the pleasure of reusing and quoting, of 
taking what’s already there and passing 
it through his own personal filter.
 “Parrots parrot parrots parroting 
parrots, etc. [...] / Any parrot is more than 
the embellishment of parrots. [...]12” Dai-
ley’s annotated poem from 1993, Infinite 
Parrots, almost reads as a panegyric in 
praise of the art of appropriation. “The 
parrot is a stand-in for the poet13,” says 
Dailey, and parrots do appear through-
out his oeuvre, from his early boxed as-
semblages up through a recent series of 
drawings inspired by Charles-Valentin 
Alkan’s Funeral March for a Dead Parrot. 
Listening to the short musical composi-
tion over and over as he drew, and incor-
porating the repetitive lyrics into his 
drawings – (As-tu déjeuné Jacquot? Eh, 
de quoi? Ah! / Polly want a cracker? Eh, 
what? Ah!) – Dailey responded to Alkan’s 
humor with his own, producing several 
portraits of parrots that express the 
jubilant pleasure of markmaking. These 
vibrant and jazzy parrots, drawn with 
watercolors, oil crayons and pastels, are 
surrounded by brightly colored squig-
gles that suggest scribbly, energetic 
handwriting. It’s as if the parrots’ mi-
metic powers were emanating from their 
plumage, recalling an earlier series of 
works on paper, Apollinaire Trépané, in 
which Dailey wrote out lines of Apolli-
naire’s poetry on to a photocopy of Picas-
so’s drawing of the poet after he’d been 
trepanned, giving the impression that 
the poems are flowing directly from the 
hole in Apollinaire’s head. Dailey photo-
copied his “original” altered photocopy 
several times and painted over each one 
with watercolors, thus imparting a mag-

ical or psychedelic aura to the process 
of literary creation. A similar kind of 
playfulness also appears to be at work 
in the drawings of parrots. Dailey may 
well be attempting a kind of self-por-
traiture, freely parroting himself par-
roting, and enjoying every minute of it.

Diana Quinby 10/10/19
Diana Quinby is an artist and art writer repre-

sented by Galerie Arnaud Lefebvre (Paris)

10 Ibid, 13.
11 Ibid, 15.
12 Dailey, “Infinite Parrots”, Radical Incoherency, 15.
13 Interview with Stefano Chiodi, 17.























































































































































































































































Conversation : Stefano Chiodi and Richard Dailey
Stefano Chiodi is an art critic, curator, editor, and professor of art history based in Rome, Italy.

SC: So it’s March 31, 2019...

RD: A beautiful spring day in Paris.

SC: This is the first extensive interview 
you have done about your work?

RD: Yes.

SC: A few months ago I asked you what 
is the original and continuing impulse 
behind what do and you told me poet-
ry. Let’s begin with poetry because it is 
what gives shape to your entire career 
and production. Let’s go back to the very 
early years. You are in the US, not yet in 
France: Did you want to become exclusive-
ly a poet? Was it a part of other activi-
ties, critical writing or visual arts?

RD: No, I wanted to be a poet.

SC: What were your influences, who were 
your models? We know that modern Amer-
ican poetry is more or less  split into 
two main tendencies. One is classic, with 
philosphically and culturally intense 
language, and then there is a tradition 
where language is reduced to an every 
day dimension, more intimate, closer to 
daily life, much closer than for example 
Wallace Stevens was. Where do you feel 
you fit in this landscape of modern An-
glosaxon poetry?

RD: Most people think of it as a division 
between academic poetry and the Beats: 
the Beats were more spontaneous, clos-
er to spoken poetry, the academics more 
rigorous and structured. For a while I 
had a kind of intellectual desire to be 
a kind of academic poet, to be a Wallace 
Stevens or a T.S. Eliot, cerebral and lyr-
ical.  But in reality I was much closer to 
the Beats and to something that was spo-
ken - and a kind of compromise between 
those two worlds was the New York school 
of poetry. So the work of Frank O’Hara, 
John Ashberry, or Kenneth Koch really 
interested me. They were different from 

the confessional poets too, Robert Lowell 
or Anne Sexton or Sylvia Plath or John 
Berryman, in that they were specifically 
connected to the art world in New York. 
And when I was at university, at Benning-
ton, I studied with a number of poets (in 
fact I chose Bennington because of the 
working poets who were teaching semi-
nars and workshops there, Ben Bellit, Al-
vin Feinman, etc.) and I remember Steven 
Sandy, a very good poet I worked with 
quite a bit and became friends with, and 
he regularly told us that if you want to 
be a poet today you have to be close to 
the artists, you have to know what they 
are up to and talking about. But in a way 
I suppose that has always been true.

SC: So very early you were curious about 
the art world, you visited galleries and 
museums?

RD: Yes. The art world had a kind of cul-
tural traction that poetry didn’t have. 
Still does.

SC: A sensuality?

RD: Yes of course, all of that, sure, phys-
icality, but I mean even at that time art 
had a kind of economic structure, it had 
a system. Poetry had no economy at all, 
except maybe as an adjunct to music. You 
had no expectations for poety, or if you 
did, they were crazy expectations. Maybe 
crazy in a good sense, and that certain-
ly meant that there was total freedom. 
But you could make money being an art-
ist and there was already at that time 
an important gallery system and it was 
functioning. I had friends who were mak-
ing money making art. Not huge sums at 
that time, but life was cheap.

SC: It was a moment of profound transfor-
mation in the art world, because you had 
a transition from a post-minimalist or 
conceptual generation to the post-mod-
ern Pictures generation, and of course 
painting was becoming a new phenomenon, 



Schnable and so on. The artists of the 
Pictures generation - did you feel like 
you were a part of this transformation 
of old habits, when new words were being 
found? Did you want to be a part of the 
flow or were you more attached to the 
60s and the post-Beat generation sensi-
bility, like the poets you mentioned be-
fore?

RD: I think I was lost, actually.

SC: Did you like punk music?

RD: Punk is little bit particular for me. 
I lived two blocks from CBGBs at the time 
that punk music was really ascendent, so 
I was completely aware of all of that, 
but I was never really a part of the 
scene. Retrospectively, I was wrong. There 
was some great music. 

SC: Were you publishing poetry?

RD: I was. Usually in obscure journals. 
Ocassionally someplace more significant. 
Never got paid for anything that I re-
member. I might have gotten paid a small 
amount for the poems...here (pointing to 
“Tenement Two-Time” in Exquisite Corpse), 
this is my first published poem...

SC: 86?

RD: Yeah. That was the first time I sent a 
poem cold. I was really happy about who 
they put me with, it was an honor to be 
on the same page as Philippe Soupault...

SC: The phrase “Protagonist fuck your-
self...”

RD: Yeah, which came back in a string 
drawing. I suppose today I would say 
“Protagonist fuck your selfie.”

SC: Do you recognize yourself in this 
poem? Or do you feel it was written by a 
younger man?`

RD: Both.

SC: I’m curious about this 19th century 
letterpress on Mott Street in NYC, 1984. 
So why were you using the letterpress?

RD: I had a friend who was working at the 
Museum of the American Indian that was 
up on 155 Street, and was about to move. 
They did move, they are downtown now, 
but they had in the basement of 155th 
Street a 19th century letterpress the 
size of a locomotive, and as heavy, and 
my friend said I could have it if I could 
get it out of there. I fantasized that I 
could make a whole poetry press around 
it and found a faternity at Columbia 
that agreed to let us set it up in their 
basement, anarchist style. So we did, but 
it ended in fiasco. But in addition to the 
main press, which really was huge, there 
was also that desktop press that was used 
in the wild west to print wanted posters. 
I took it home, back to Mott Street. Dead 
or alive. It became my anarchist means of 
production of myself.

SC: Which doesn’t sound like it’s just an 
anecdote, it sounds like you were in ex-
actly the right place to exploit an ex-
ploded level of post-modern activity, 
like using an obsolete medium to cre-
ate contemporary work. That’s one of 
the things post-modernism allowed in a 
massive way in the early 80s. But it’s 
not just about the obsolete technology, 
which has become an integral part of the 
operation...part of what this is about is 
its means of production.

RD: Completely. It was my own private 
theater. It was very physical, of course, 
the slamming and the lever, but yeah, 
you’re right, it’s a kind of meta aspect.

SC: Let’s stay in New York just a bit more 
before getting to Paris. What did you 
think of the art? What were you attract-
ed by? Graffiti? Painting? The whole art 
world becoming full of money, and prob-
ably full of shit as well, and artists be-
coming stars...

RD: And stars becoming artists...I was in-
terested in the cleverness of it, the en-
ergy. I was interested in the social scene 
around it. I liked going to openings. They 
were like high school dances. You never 
knew who you would see holding hands.

SC: Any names? Any galleries?



RD: Nature Morte, the whole East Village 
thing was happening. Early days was 
more like Phyllis Kind. It was an effer-
vescent social scene that was exciting to 
be a part of. You have to remember this 
was pre-AIDS. Once the AIDS crisis hit, in 
’83-’84, that changed everything.

SC: Did you write art criticism at that 
time?

RD: No. 

SC: It didn’t interest you?

RD: I worked with artists. Hung out. Pro-
vided texts when asked. It was creative. 
But nothing that you could call art crit-
icism. That came later.

SC: Can you be more specific about what 
special qualities made you want to ex-
plore the art world in a literary and 
cinemagraphic way? You created charac-
ters inspired by real people, real art-
ists, real gallerists...

RD: If you’re talking about “Unplugged 
Yellow,” the novel I wrote in Paris much 
later...

SC: I’m jumping because I feel the origin 
for this work is in the 70s and 80s in 
New York. Tell me more about this. The 
art world is the model for a decadent 
small world which is interesting to probe 
like a scientist doing some kind of exper-
iment...

RD: “Unplugged Yellow” is an investiga-
tion of the psychology of the collector, 
as well as an attempt to understand why 
a young artist would commit suicide, or 
would behave in suicidal ways.

SC: And are both themes connected to real 
life experiences?

RD: Of course.

SC: So let’s go back to the 80s, because 
you typed on the very first page of this 
catalogue, in red, “I moved to Paris.” It 
is sudden and unexplained.

RD:  I moved to Paris slowly. I started 
coming here in ’84, but for fixed peri-
ods of time, not vacations exactly, ex-
ploratory visits I guess. I felt I couldn’t 
live here. But I liked it. I didn’t speak 
the language. And the economy was de-
pressed. New York, in spite of the prob-
lems, was still exciting. And I could 
teach. I taught at Pratt, at NYU, at Wag-
ner College on Staten Island. I taught 
night classes to immigrants for the city. 
My rent was cheap. In Paris there was no 
way for me to exist. Then my wife and 
I bought a raw loft space in the 11th, 
and eventually that provided enough of 
a base for me to make the leap. My New 
York friends thought I was crazy to move 
here. Paris was a dead zone. Rome was New 
York’s sister city. Paris was all an exten-
tion of Pere Lachaise. 

SC: (quoting from catalogue) “I am a ho-
momorphic artist. My art is automorphic.”

RD: You want to know what that means?

SC: Maybe homomorphic means that every-
thing you do is connected to the shape 
of your life? It’s not autobiographical, 
it’s more about the morphea, the external 
shape.

RD: Like Picabia’s mechanomorphs.

SC: Why do you think you are a homomor-
phic artist?

RD: Because as diverse as everything I do 
is and the way it is constantly morphing, 
in spite of that there is a unifying sen-
sibility.

SC: On the other hand your art is auto-
morphic. That means it finds in itself its 
own motives?

RD: Once you concretise sensibility or 
voice or vision, that poetic norm that I 
talk about, whatever medium you’re work-
ing in makes its own demands and struc-
tures itself in its own way.

SC: Some artists distance themselves from 
the work, which is pure concept, pure 
form, autonomous, disconnected from the 



self - and you are saying that you can 
not help but be invested in the work.

RD: I think I’m saying both, actually. I 
know what you mean by distancing and 
in it’s purest form that’s not me. If I’m 
doing photocopies, or if I’m working in 
video, those modalities make their own 
demands that are separate from mine per 
se. Once I decide that I’m going to jump 
into doing video to make a Youtube sit-
com series, then that format makes its de-
mands. The world makes its demands. When 
you start in a certain medium you’re both 
constrained and you’re freed in new ways. 
That’s automorphic. Then of course, and 
I’m talking about “Famille Lecoq”, it be-
comes video autofiction; I put all my art 
work in it, my life, etc. That’s homomor-
phic.

SC: So you arrived in Paris as Paris was 
profoundly changing. The cold war was 
ending, the Berlin Wall fell, the Neolib-
eral order was about to start.

RD: And you could feel all that happen-
ing here. Paris is central to Europe. And, 
lest we forget, life was relatively cheap. 
I bought my studio at the time in what 
was a marginal neighborhood. In fact it 
was a shooting gallery. I’d lived through 
it in New York, and had seen friends 
evicted from their city because they 
couldn’t aford it - I knew gentrification 
would hit here too. I wasn’t wrong. By the 
time I moved here also I had some good 
friends, Randolf Nae, the Knapp twins, 
and I soon met many others. I learned 
enough French to get around. Although 
I kept my apartment on Mott Street for 
three years. And soon after moving here, 
I met our mutual friend Christophe Bou-
tin, who introduced you and me, actually, 
and Christophe opened a lot of doors for 
me.

SC: Christophe introduced us in Rome in 
’92.

RD: That’s right. I was very optimis-
tic at that time about Paris, I thought 
the whole European thing was amazing, 
there’s a great infrastructure, and both 
the city and the state were investing in 
art. The Palais de Tokyo was opening, Mit-

terand was president and Jacques Lang 
was the Minister of Culture. Whatever 
you may think of his overall politics, he 
was great for the art world. You could 
put a cynical spin on it and say they 
were co-opting soft power, bringing mar-
ginal art movements into the center and 
defusing their political efficacity by...

SC: Le effet Beaubourg,  as Baudrillard 
called it.

RD: Exactly.

SC: So this is a real life change.

RD: I left four different university jobs 
and a rent controlled apartment, not 
to mention a grassroots network of art 
world connections, at 38 years old, for 
a city where I had no job and I couldn’t 
speak the language.

SC: Sounds like a leap forward.

RD: It’s not the stupidest thing I’ve ever 
done.

SC: Still since the 40s it has been clear 
that American artists are leading the 
way, and in New York particularly. And 
Paris was part of the old world.

RD: And that was definitely true when 
I lived in New York. It was a New York 
centric world.

SC: And then you begin producing visual 
works in Paris, but you go back to an art-
ist like Cornell, who was one of the links 
between New York and the European art 
scenes...

RD: Absolutely, all the surrealists loved 
him, and a lot of them were in New York 
because of the war.

SC: Why did you feel that Cornell’s was an 
appropriate way of producing work?

RD: The appeal of Cornell to poets gen-
erally is pretty apparent. If there’s a 
word that’s regularly applied to Cor-
nell, it’s poetic. He is a poet’s artist. And 
he was appealing to me for his obscurity, 
his oddness, his living on Utopia Bou-



levard in Queens - I’m not saying that 
Paris is equivalent to Utopia Boulevard 
in Queens, but to my New York friends 
when I moved here Paris was considered 
a cul de sac. And mostly a Cornellian ou-
vre was doable - I could do it with an 
absolute poverty of means. If you look 
at those boxes they are made of old wood 
and thread...

SC: Wine boxes, books...

RD: Yeah, stuff.

SC: Flea market finds.

RD: There were lots of other ephemeral 
artists, of course, like Richard Tuttle 
- he was working with scotch tape and 
crumpled pieces of paper. So that was 
part of it. The poverty of means.

SC: The vintage look sets you apart. There 
is nothing American, Pop, modern...

RD: No. It’s not shiny. It’s not a stack of 
vacuum cleaners. It’s even far from the 
feeling of someone like Haim Steinbach.

SC: Exactly. There is a completely differ-
ent feeling. A different aesthetic from 
what was happening around you. You went 
back to surrealism.

RD: Surrealism was an art form that in-
corporated poetry. Poets and visual art-
ists at the time collaborated intensive-
ly. It was a way forward. But I know it’s 
not for everybody. 

SC: (quoting from catalogue) “I had ac-
cess to a poetic “norm” - a headspace and 
gestures (not assemblage) that produced 
work that didn’t have it’s origin in ar-
rangements of the alphabet.” What do you 
mean here? “Protagonist fuck yourself.”

RD:  That piece is particularly inter-
esting because you can clearly see it is 
floating somewhere between language 
and pure visual expression.

SC: Exactly. This is not surrealist.

RD: When I made that piece I was attract-
ed by the idea of doing something with 

paint, and I found the idea of standing 
before an empty canvas with a paint-
brush ridiculous, of course, so I took a 
crumpled up piece of paper and swirled 
the paint around with it and then start-
ed working on the rest of it. 

SC: Who is the protagonist? Why a protag-
onist?

RD: The protagonist is always yourself.

SC: Yes, but it’s also technically a narra-
tive term from literature and film and 
theater, so is there some kind of plot?

RD: That’s an interesting thought. Did I 
have a plot in mind? That protagonist 
specifically is me trying to cast myself 
as a painter.

SC: So it’s yourself, not a character in a 
story.

RD: As we saw, that’s a line from one of 
my early poems. Often I would come across 
or write lines of poetry that sound good, 
and I can’t really say what they mean. 
Most of John Ashbery is like that. The 
best literary critics in America have 
broken their brains on John Ashbery’s 
poems. They don’t mean anything in a lit-
eral sense. At the same time his poems are 
endlessly intriguing and beautifully 
fascinating. It’s not just John Ashbery 
who is celebrated for this. “Not all pia-
nos in the woods had power to mangle me.” 
That’s Emily Dickinson. I love it, but I 
can’t tell you what it means. 

SC: I was thinking that this blue ring 
around the word “fuck” looks like an as-
shole and it has a sexual innuendo.

RD: Yeah, like Picabia’s “La Jeune Fille” 
- which I had never seen at the time I 
did this. It could be a cock ring, or a 
female sex. Picabia did “La Jeune Fille” 
as a pair with “La Sainte Vierge”, the ink 
splatter. Somehow, don’t ask me how, “La 
Jeune Fille” is there.

SC: I want to ask you something about 
your status as an artist. Artist is a word 
which covers so many different reali-
ties...



RD: It’s a Wittgensteinian black hole.

SC: Were these works meant to be shown 
publically, or were they more intimate, 
secretive?

RD: At that time I was experimenting 
with modalities of expression to see if 
they could make my poetry resonate with 
a bigger public, and specifically a pub-
lic that didn’t speak English. And you 
can see that by the fact that I framed 
things. I mean it when I say that the art 
I was making was povere, but the frames 
were sometimes relatively expensive. I 
realised when I was working in the Cor-
nellian boxes and collage and the string 
drawings that if they were going to sur-
vive and if they were to be taken serious-
ly then they had to be framed. Somehow 
I knew that my work had to be protected 
and contextualised in a frame. Set apart 
and treated like a serious piece of art. 
Otherwise, you’re right, they would have 
been private expressions. As impulsive as 
they were, they are meant to be taken se-
riously as artistic experimentation.

SC: I want to ask you about your guillo-
tines. This presentation - text superim-
posed on vintgage prints...

RD: They are Hogarth prints from a series 
he did called “The Rake’s Progress.”

SC: Yes of course, the famous series, but 
this strategy of superimosing text on 
images is a sort of signature of yours. 
You made many pieces, and even the early 
films with Christophe Boutin, in which 
you have poetry on top of an image.

RD: I was obviously coming out of New 
York and the work of people like Bar-
bara Kruger and that very graphic ap-
proach to combining image and text. Of 
course Barbara Kruger clearly had a po-
litical agenda...

SC: And a Pop aesthetic...

RD: Yes, and the guillotines come out of 
that.

SC: Text and image came together? Or you 
found the image first?

RD: They came together. I found the Hog-
arth etchings in a farm basement in New 
York State and carried them around for 
years. It wasn’t until computers that I 
could associate text and image in this 
way, by printing on clear plastic. But 
what was really radical for me about 
the guillotines was the presentation, 
the stands, the sculpturality of it, mov-
ing it away from the wall, making them 
free-standing and double-sided. There 
is a technical dimension too because it’s 
primitive soldering, and for me that was 
very different.

SC: “Black honey.” There’s always a sexu-
al undertone.

RD: There’s a continuous sexual vibration 
behind it, yeah, definitely.

SC: One of the reasons I like it is this 
physical approach to language, and also 
the rhythm. So, “Infinite Parrots.” Why 
have parrots been so widespread in your 
career? Over the years you’ve painted, 
sculpted and written about parrots.

RD: The parrot is a standin for the poet.

SC: (quoting) “Parrots parroting parrots, 
what does parrot conception resemble.” 
A standin also for everything: language 
itself is parroting experience. Litera-
ture is parroting thought. Which implies 
a sort of post-structural understanding 
of language. It’s a post-Wittgenstein and 
post-Barthes understanding of language 
as something that fuels itself. There’s 
no direct connection with the world. Lan-
guage is the world. It creates its own 
nature. And changes meaning - meaning 
moves from one word to another and there 
is no final state, there is always a flux.

RD: The morphic part of homomorphic. But 
of course you’re right.

SC: So you continue producing words and 
images for years.

RD: Years.

SC: Let’s talk about collaboration, with 
Christophe Boutin and other artists. 
Your collaborations with Christophe 



lasted for years, but I would say he took 
more from you than you took from him.

RD: That’s hard to determine, who got 
what from whom. I got a lot from Chris-
tophe. He introduced me to many people. 

SC: He framed your work. I always thought 
you were a very good match. You need-
ed the frame and he needed your verbal 
agility. It was always interesting to see 
you both at work.

RD: He also gave my work a graphic el-
ement that I hadn’t considered. He has, 
as we know, a vast knowledge of artists’ 
books. I knew something, I mean Marie was 
writing her thesis on artists’s books, but 
Christophe was living with Florence, one 
of the biggest dealers in artists’ book in 
Paris, and that world was a revelation 
to me when I moved here. The guillotines, 
for example, came out of being here. They 
are graphic, they are aphoristic. In fact, 
starting with “Protagonist fuck your-
self,” which, incidentally, I did in Chris-
tophe’s studio on the 13th because I was 
working there while he was away, my work 
became much more aphoristic. The phrases 
became shorter. As Tim Maul points out 
in the piece he wrote for this catalogue, 
it’s like the later signage pieces: some-
where between reading and seeing. 

SC: So with your first show in Paris you 
had a kind of “baptism” in the art world...

RD: How did that happen?

SC: We can talk about the mechanics in a 
minute, but first I would like to know 
how you felt. You achieved something 
that you had wanted for a long time, and 
then suddenly it was real, your name was 
on an invitation card, a date, a time. Jo-
seph Kosuth wrote somewhere that a show 
begins when the invitation card is sent 
out, which means that the show is also 
the invitation card, the whole thing is 
composed of different parts...

RD: I get that. That’s why I included the 
ephemera here. All of that was exciting 
to me. 

SC: So what did you feel, and what changed 
after showing (W)holes?

RD: It’s strange, but nothing changed. 
Morally, it was important, but objec-
tively nothing changed. I made a little 
money, but not enough to support myself. 
Like much of what I’ve done, it feels like 
a life style but never really amounts to 
anything in pragmatic terms. 

SC: I really love the (W)holes. It’s been 
more than 20 years, and I remember think-
ing then, and today I have the same feel-
ing, this is all about you. It’s some kind 
of condensed autobiography.

RD: I thought of the (W)holes when we 
were in Bayonne for Christophe’s exhibi-
tion at the Musée Bonnat, in what, ’97? 
With the great catalogue you contribut-
ed so substantially to...

SC: Of course, I remember.

RD: I first conceived of the (W)holes that 
summer. And realised them in this form in 
’98. So it took a year.

SC: That’s normal. For me it’s the first 
time, as one turns the pages of your cat-
alogue, that I feel like the visual and 
verbal are happening together. Not that 
before the work wasn’t interesting and 
even exciting, but this is taking it to 
another level. I think it’s an important 
step.

RD: I agree with you. And personally I 
find it as interesting today as when I 
did it. 

SC: And then digital freedom. An import-
ant moment for all of us. Computers en-
abled us and it was wonderful. 

RD: It was an exciting time. Still is.

SC: Of course. “Private Parts in Public 
Spaces” is more ironic, funnier, in a way. 
Is there something I’m missing?

RD: It’s meant to be ironic and funny. It’s 
the first thing in the digital section of 
the catalogue and not only could I take 



lots of pictures relatively discreetly in 
a museum, but I taught myself something 
about framing. It’s like syndoche, a rhe-
torical technique where a part stands 
for the whole. All of the male sexes come 
from more or less full sculptures. It re-
turns to the (W)hole thing in a way.

SC: You take out your trademark, “AFTER-
ART,” in the late ‘90s. You say you were 
reading Arturo Danto at the time. Did you 
agree with Danto? That art ended in ’64...

RD: With the Brillo boxes?

SC: With the Brillo boxes. I always 
thought it was bullshit. 

RD: I thought it was a clever idea.

SC: Yeah, on one level.

RD: And it provided me with a way of, 
again, of explaining the lack of homo-
geneity in my work. And you’ll remember 
my phrase from the masthead of Afterart 
News: “What’s left after the end of art? 
More art, of course, and we’re going to 
have to live with it.”

SC: Yes, and I agree with that line. And he 
changed his mind, Danto. In ’64 art was a 
thing of the past and in the ‘80s and ‘90s 
he wrote three or four books all deal-
ing with the same question and he came 
up with a different answer. Art was not 
dead, of course it continued...what was 
the word he used? The “aboutness,” the 
“aboutness” of art, every work of art is 
about something so the “aboutness” can-
not be erased, and art will continue. 

RD: I read art criticism, but I’m not a 
serious critic. I cherrypick. Like every-
body does with Wittgenstein. Nobody 
reads the whole work. They cherrypick 
phrases that they like. 

SC: As they say, “More quoted that ac-
tually read!” (laughter) Which is a nice 
paradox. What strikes me here is that 
you announce the birth of Afterart and 
right away there is Afterart’s first film. 
There’s a jump between these two pages 
which is unexplained. So please tell me 
how you moved from poetry and visual 
objects and images to moving images.

RD: “Child’s Play” is already heading in 
that direction. But the Margaret Hollo-
way film, “God Didn’t Give Me A Week’s 
Notice,” happened because I had just 
bought my first video camera and the 
cosmic forces just came together. There 
she was and there I was and there the 
camera was. It may look like a leap, but 
it just happened. Like life. 

SC: It must have been a liberating expe-
rience, not having to create the content.

RD: It was liberating in two senses. In the 
first place you’re exactly right, the sub-
ject matter was just there, all I had to 
do was capture it and frame it and edit 
it. The editing is fundamentally related 
to writing. Editing immediately fasci-
nated me and I felt very close to it, al-
most possessed by it. And the other thing 
that happened with video, and in a more 
general way with digital photography, 
is that it allowed me to interact with 
the world through that medium. When you 
hold a camera up between you and a sub-
ject, particularly a person like Margaret 
Holloway, it enables you to access their 
world in a way that would otherwise be 
impossible. I could never have gotten so 
close to her without that camera between 
us. 

SC: More than photography? If you were 
taking photos instead of video it would 
have been different?

RD: As Godard said, “If photography is 
truth, then cinema is truth 24 times a 
second.” Or something like that.

SC: You get sucked into the scene. And you 
participate in her performance.

RD: There’s an interactive element to it, 
yes, like that subatomic particle thing, 
the observer changes everything.

SC: Yes.

RD: That’s very true. But also just hav-
ing an instrument makes it possible to 
be there.

SC: What about a black woman being 
filmed by a white man? In the current 
atmosphere of suspicion and paranoia 



about appropriation it’s possible you 
might be accused of exploitation. Can 
you address this?

RD: It’s an interesting question. I would 
turn it around. Why would I be attracted 
to a black, schizophrenic street perform-
er as one of my avatars? Margaret Hollo-
way, c’est moi? I have worked a lot with 
people of color. The art world in general 
is a very segregated place. Go to an open-
ing at the Palais de Tokyo: the public 
is white and the security are all black. 
Agnès b’s gallery and events are one of 
the few in Paris with an unsegregated 
public, because Agnès also works with 
people of color and lots of graffiti art-
ists. If the culture police are focussing 
on me, I would really say they should 
have better things to do. But to answer 
your question more directly, I also had 
the good sense to just point the camera 
at Margaret, who of course I knew from 
more than 20 years before, without any 
agenda or direction. She comes through 
very powerfully, very directly.

SC: Can you tell us about her briefly?

RD: We met at Bennington College, where 
she was a drama major. She went on to 
Yale’s drama school, where she was the 
first person accepted as a triple ma-
jor: writing, directing and acting. Very 
shortly after her graduation she suc-
cumbed to schizophrenia and didn’t leave 
her apartment in New Haven for three 
months. Her landlord evicted her onto 
the street, in February, where she lived 
for 20 years. The film we made together 
was a tremendous help in getting her sto-
ry out. If the culture cops want to focus 
their anger on something related to her 
story, try Yale University. They really 
didn’t care about her finally. With the 
notable exceptions of James Ponet, at 
the time head rabbi at the Joseph Slivka  
Center for Jewish Life at Yale, and Greg 
Zuckerman, a mathematician there, no one 
helped her. 

SC: I see.

RD: The really authentic and powerful 
street theater that she had created and 
I just arrived to witness was some of the 

most astonishing theater I have ever 
seen anywhere. Once after we worked to-
gether for twenty minutes, which was the 
most she could do at a stretch, I got down 
on my knees and bowed to her.

SC: I’m raising the question now because 
it will come up. People will say, “Oh I see 
you completely ignored the race, power, 
inequality issues.” Do you still see her?

RD: Today she’s a shadow of her former 
self. Our paths crossed when she was do-
ing relatively well. And by the way, we 
had an actual legal contract. She found 
a lawyer who drew it up! And I signed it. 
She had total veto power over the end 
product. One of the best things that hap-
pened was a benefit screening in New Ha-
ven. The mayor even came. It raised a lot 
of money for Margaret and really helped 
her in the community. So in terms of me 
appropriating Margaret for my own de-
vious white man’s ends, it’s quite simply 
ridiculous.

SC: The moral police will not find any 
evidence against you!

RD: And to date, it really has never been 
a problem.

SC: So after this you began producing 
films regularly with the Afterart label.

RD: I was in production for many years 
with projects either in the writing pro-
cess, the shooting stage, or in post-pro-
duction, and sometimes all three at once. 

SC: So, “Famille Lecoq,” “Luna & Ms Y,” 
these are complete productions, with 
many people involved, actors and crew - 
how did you manage to transform your-
self from a poet and a visual artist into 
a film maker and producer? That doesn’t 
just happen. Did it feel like a giant leap 
or the natural consequence of your pre-
vious work? 

RD: It was something of a leap. The inter-
est was ignited by the Margaret Holloway 
video. That was just dumb luck, stumbling 
into that. And I learned how to edit. It 
wasn’t easy, mastering all those skills. 
But once I had them, I wanted to do some



thing. “Famille Lecoq” came first. I just 
looked at what was available to me, and 
I thought, “I can do it.” I wrote a script 
for a 26-minute television length pilot 
and used the script to seduce everyone 
else into working on it for free. So there 
was writing as a basis for it to start 
with. Then everything else, the make-
up, the catering, the lights, the sound 
recording, all the technical aspects of 
film making were all done to nurish the 
second part of the writing process, which 
is the editing. 

SC: I’m reading: “Cost, $3000.”

RD: Yeah. Food for everybody. Makeup for 
the actors. Renting a few lights. Some 
stuff for the set.

SC: And this was also the first film with 
a complex scenario.

RD: Yup.

SC: There was a lot to cope with.

RD: There were seven actors, multiple 
locatons including an exterior roof ter-
race, set design, costumes - technically 
it was complicated, yeah. Not to mention 
directing the complicated family inter-
actions.

SC: It’s about a family.

RD: We did a casting for it. Some of them 
are fairly well known actors in France. 
But I say it’s video autofiction because 
I put a lot of my life into it. My art is 
on the walls. 

SC: You found a medium where you have 
the freedom to combine writing, images, 
texts and faces...

RD: Absolutely. The visual style was the 
director of photography, Alex Kaufman. 
He was a film pro, and his interest in the 
project was to see what he could do with 
video. I learned a lot from him. But the 
highly saturated sitcom type image was 
his work. He also insisted on doing the 
color correction in post, which I was hap-
py to learn about as well. He was very 
competent and creative and I gave him 

the freedom he wanted. We worked togeth-
er on it. I designed the set around what 
he needed. I learned that directors work 
with their DP whispering complicitous-
ly in their ear. If they are lucky. The 
image in the Margaret Holloway film is 
compelling, but it was an accident. I ob-
viously did all the camera work on that 
video, and it was just instinct that made 
me frame her as I did and find the right 
natural light and backgrounds. Maybe 
from watching so much TV when I was a 
kid. But in “Famille Lecoq” the sense of 
humor, the acidity, the sexuality, the so-
cial criticism, all of that is very much 
me. 

SC: Did you want it to be a fringe work, 
shown in festivals, or something more 
mainstream?

RD: It was made for TV. I created what’s 
called the bible for it, and put together 
all of the packaging to sell it to French 
TV as a professional production. In fact, 
though, most French people didn’t get the 
humor at all. The only people at screen-
ings who laughed were the Anglosaxons. 
Brits and Americans. It ended up on You-
tube.

SC: And after this you came up with a 
genre B movie, a gore movie. This is an-
other jump forward. You never dealt with 
genre stuff before? Popular culture, 
gore or splatter?

RD: No.

SC: So what happened to you? Because this 
is clearly a homage to a certain tradi-
tion, a tongue-in-cheek remake of classic 
splatter flicks from the ‘70s and 80s. But 
also there’s a lot of sex, explicit scenes...
so, it’s a real change of mood.

RD: Certainly. But there was also a tra-
dition of out-there art films - Cinema 
of Transgression when I was in New York, 
Amos Poe for example. He was much more ex-
treme than I ever was. And once again, the 
technical, financial and social means were 
present. I could just do it. That doesn’t 
explain necessarily why it happened, I 
know. Part of it was just excitement - the 
mountain is there, let’s climb it.



SC: It was another fiasco, but you’re still 
proud of it.

RD: Yes. And it’s having a little come back. 
People are discovering it. I screened it 
every night for a week during my last 
exhibition in the Marais just over a year 
ago. People really dug it. It was nice. And 
it’s being screened at midnight shows in 
Brooklyn at a micro-cinema called Spec-
tacle.

SC: It’s an artistic production set within 
the framework of, let’s say, underground 
or alternative filmmaking. It’s an icono-
clastic, anarchistic approach? More like 
an ironic, tongue-in-cheek production?

RD: There is definitely an ironic, tongue-
in-cheek element to it and at the same 
time I wanted to make a film that might 
be interesting to people not deeply in-
volved in the art world, to break down 
the walls of something that is basical-
ly a very esoteric phenomenon, the art 
scene.

SC: I quote, “Essentially the fiilm is an 
art world parody, a comico-tragic take on 
the absurdities and truths of the mak-
ing and business of art.” There’s always 
a double-edged approach. There’s a re-
versal, but also a homage, some kind of 
connection - so is the graphic violence in 
the film a metaphor for another kind of 
violence: the competition and the greed 
and the materialistic transformation of 
the art world in the past decades?

RD: Sure. And at the same time the vio-
lence is full of quotations. For example, 
the image of Ms. Y lying on the floor in 
a pool of blood and bits of styrofoam 
was directly inspired by a Cindy Sherman 
photo.

SC: Which in turn is inspired by a long 
line of B movies and horror films and so 
forth. 

RD: Exactly.

SC: So the post-modern appropriation my-
thology feeds itself in the way that a 
critical work like Cindy Sherman’s turns 
into a source of second-hand material?

RD: My quoting of Cindy Sherman in a rar-
ified B movie is pretty obscure compared 
to her enormous international success. 

SC: These kinds of films are unexpected 
from someone like you.

RD: OK; but there is a long tradition of 
this kind of film making, and in describ-
ing the film in Hollywood-speak I say 
it’s “Pecker meets My Dinner with André.” 
Waters’ fascecitousness and over-the-top 
social parody is combined with Louis Mal-
le’s more cerebral qualities. Pixels and 
digital production versus physical real 
world production. It’s tied into linguis-
tic interests, words which are immaterial 
- in their form as arbitraty signifiers - 
and art, which has a physicality.

SC: So it’s an allegory, the clash of two 
different ways of making art, one be-
longing to the past and the other hyper 
contemporary. Do you think it’s a socio-
logical split between the  two ways of 
making art or is it deeper, is it also two 
ways of thinking about art? Where do you 
place yourself?

RD: Up above it as director, I hope!

SC: The all seeing eye in the sky!

(laughter)

RD: What is interesting is the debate it-
self. 

SC: Let’s continue. Clouds, feathers, neons, 
what about these images we see of your 
studio? Lightness? Legèrté? What’s this 
about?

RD: The clouds thing came out of the (W)
holes, reversing or inversing the neg-
ative with a positive, dark with light. 
A friend once said they looked like the 
ghosts of art.

SC: Afterart. The big diference is that 
they don’t have words on them.

RD: You’re right, they are simply shapes. 
Tim Maul suggests that they look like com-
ic book balloons for words or thoughts, 
but empty.



SC: Interesting. They are meant to be 
floating in the air.

RD: It was also a time when I was explor-
ing my studio space fully. Making work 
that grew out of the space, even if it 
isn’t site specific. 

SC: So you are moving away from the dig-
ital freedom we talked about and toward 
something more traditional and analogic. 
I mean you are in a studio and you are 
creating material works. Were you doing 
both?

RD: That “Luna & Ms. Y” divergence, I nev-
er really came down on one side or the 
other of it. They end up being one artist, 
entwined physically and artistically, 
laughing and kissing.

SC: Was film making a way of enlarging 
the public for your work?

RD: Yes.

SC: Was it a good strategic move?

RD: No regrets, if that’s what you mean!

SC: No! But did it work?

RD: Absolutely not. But maybe it depends 
on the sense of what you’re asking.

SC: Was a new public able to access your 
work? Beyond the art public?

RD: No.

SC: The gallery crowd was the same public 
that was coming to your screenings?

RD: Look, after a couple of screenings 
the film went on a hard drive in a dark 
cold closet for at least ten years. 

SC: Consider yourself lucky - experimen-
tal film makers of the ‘50s and ‘60s wait-
ed a lot longer.

RD: It’s an honorable tradition.

(laughter)

SC: And in your case there are fewer wor-
ries about material decay. They are as 
fresh as the first day.

RD: Indeed. But listen, in “Luna & Ms. Y” 
the original music is by Métal Urbain, 
the famous French punk band. They have 
a significant public. I was hoping that 
their creative participation would pull 
in a larger audience than I’d find by ex-
hibiting feathers or (W)holes or clouds. 
Today people love the music, but back 
then, after a screening/concert for the 
première, it didn’t move the needle, as 
they say.

SC: So in 2008, eleven years ago, you were 
in involved in a lot of projects, but I 
want to stay with the films. I read here 
“I can no longer number my films because 
they were often made simultaneously and 
over fairly long periods. The are present-
ed here in close to chronological order.” 
So there’s an explosion of film making. 

RD: The practical dynamics of film mak-
ing and the long lead times and the long 
post-production times and the inevitable 
lag between the end of a film and it’s 
eventual distribution in whatever form 
mean that you have to constantly be in 
pre-production, production and post-pro-
duction. It’s really difficult to sustain, 
but when you’re making no-budget films 
it’s close to impossible. It’s one of the 
reasons I eventually abandoned that 
kind of film making, although I might 
go back to it. I was burned out. As great 
as the rewards are, as huge as the satis-
factions can be, as deep as the pleasure 
goes, still almost everytime the phone 
rings it’s a problem, and the phone rings 
all the time. There are an infinite num-
ber of things that can go wrong when you 
make a movie.

SC: I have an extensive knowlege of how 
artists deal with budget problems and 
how this can be an influence over choices 
and the form of the work. For example the 
explosion of documentary and archival 
works can be explained by the fact that 
they are easily stored and manipulated. 
But you didn’t do this kind of work. You 
wanted to have a plot, narratives, not to 



mention all the complications of actors, 
lights, makeup, batteries, feeding peo-
ple, transporting them, etc. You thought 
in terms of film making, not video art. 
RD: That’s both right and wrong. In “Luna 
& Ms. Y” there’s a film within the film that 
is a satire of the kind of video art you are 
talking about. But also I made a lot of art 
films, mostly a couple of minutes, mostly 
shot with my Harinezumi camera. But 
they’re not in the catalogue.

SC: They should be. What’s wrong with this 
production?

RD: Nothing at all. It’s just hard to rep-
resent on paper.

SC: Find a way!

RD: There are a couple of pieces I couldn’t 
get in the catalogue. That Jane Austen 
piece behind you for example. It’s impos-
sible to photograph because of the mir-
ror.

SC: You should write about that! Just put 
the bad photograph and write a text ex-
plaining why it’s wrong.

RD: Great suggestion.

SC: These art films were made without ac-
tors?

RD: Completely without actors.

SC: Hand held camera.

RD: Mostly. Occasionally I’d use a tripod.

SC: Easy to edit, easy to make, no scripts...

RD: Yes. Just ideas and images and sound.

SC: Do you consider them minor produc-
tions or are they on a par with the rest 
of your film production?

RD: I consider them more like poetry than 
feature-length full scale film produc-
tions. I’ve got a lot of poems that aren’t 
in here either. I’m not really sure where 
my “art” films might go, could go, should 
go. One thing that I’ve seen recently that 
I’ve really liked is “Thanx for nothing,”  

the video piece Ugo Rondione made with 
John Giorno for John’s 70th birthday. I 
saw it twice at the Palais de Tokyo. It was 
pretty damn close to perfection. Mathew 
Barney, he really brings huge budgets to 
art video installations. Christian Mar-
clay’s “The Clock” is fabulous. 

SC: Is the physical size of the screen rel-
evant to your work?

RD: It depends on the film.

SC: “Luna & Ms. Y” is meant to be seen on a 
big screen in a theater. 

RD: Yes. “The Mythy Quick” has been shown 
in a gallery. It was projected in a loop 
on the wall for my last show, with the 
audio playing too. It made a nice sonic 
backdrop. 

SC: “The Mythy Quick” is a video adapta-
tion of a book project, a collaboration 
with Christophe Boutin, made much after 
the book project which was done in ’92 
and the film is from 2008. Why did you 
come up with a film 16 years later? Was 
the book originally meant to be accompa-
nied by a movie?

RD: No, the video was not part of the orig-
inal conception. I had no idea I would be 
doing video at the time we made the book. 
I taught myself 3-D animation much later 
and used those skills to make the video. 
It’s meant to bring the book alive. 

SC: It’s not about sexual arousement. More 
like, I don’t know if we can put it like 
this, but eroticising the mind? Eroticis-
ing the language?

RD: Yes, that’s absolutely the case. Du-
champ is a good example, look at the bi-
cycle wheel.

SC: Or the bottle rack. These are sexual 
metaphores. Objects with deep rooted sex-
ual meaning. 

RD: You can say the same thing about Pi-
cabia. A lot of his work is really highly 
erotically charged and at the same time 
you don’t look at it and think...it’s been 
mysticised, maybe? The eroticsim is gener



alized and mystical. More cerebral than 
pornographic or fetishistic. 

SC: It could be pornographic or fetishis-
tic and still be connected to the deeper 
layers of the psyche.

RD: There are a lot of artists who deal 
with that today. Artists who put their 
own sex organs in the foreground. 

SC: You produced a lot of work with an 
explicit sexual content.  Even “Luna & 
Ms. Y,” although not pornographic in a 
banal sense, certainly reveals something 
unexpected.

RD: The word “unexpected” is hopefully 
le mot juste. I have always tried to, in 
some sense, surprise myself.

SC: Afterart News. Was it born out of your 
previous collaborations with Christophe 
Boutin? Who had the idea of putting out 
a free art newspaper?

SC: Christophe came up with the idea over 
brunch in Deauville at Melanie’s house. 
He’d always liked the name Afterart, and 
Afterart News had a nice ring to it. An-
other impulsive, inspired moment. Con-
nected to his work with onestar press, 
and ultimately what he had in mind was 
a kind of propaganda arm for onestar 
press. In any case it moved in that direc-
tion with time and that’s what finally 
caused its demise. 

SC: How many years did it last?

RD: A couple of years in print, and then 
a couple more on the internet. Which as 
ephemeral art world publications go is 
actually a pretty long time.

SC: So he asked you to edit the paper?

RD: He needed a writer and an editor.

SC: I believe I wrote a couple of pieces.

RD: You did. It was tremendously fun and 
exciting when it started. And it gave me 
a soapbox to expound from. Not that any-
body listened. But people liked my style. 
It was amusing.

SC: Yeah, I remember that! So the ambi-
guity of being an art magazine and the 
house organ was never resolved and in 
the end the magazine died because of 
this?

RD: I’d say that’s a fair assessment. 

SC: The house organ was never explicit 
between you? It was an open secret?

RD: Somewhat. But how many artist’s books 
did they publish? Hundreds! These were 
PODs, not high-end artist’s books, but as 
the house organ there was a LOT of room 
to maneuver. There were so many artists 
connected to onestar press. I don’t now 
how many onestar artists there are to-
day...

SC: Hundreds. It’s a very high figure. 
Three or four hundred.

RD: I don’t think they are publishing 
quite so many today.

SC: No. They haven’t given up on the idea 
of the collection but not so many books 
per year. They are meant to be inserted 
into objects mainly, mostly bookshelves 
by artists and designers...

RD: Lawrence Weiner made one. And the 
collection has become an object in and 
of itself.

SC: Yes, they sell the collection.

RD: And don’t forget that with each book 
a multiple was produced. It was a very 
smart move to create such an extensive 
network of artists. He and Melanie have 
built a miraculous publishing house, and 
have gone on with Three Star Books (high-
end artists books) and have become cu-
rators at Untitled Art Fair, a satellite 
of Miami Basel. Book Machine, just one of 
their projects, was a world-wide success.

SC: I always thought that your role as 
editor in chief of Afterart News was more 
than just editing texts and coming up 
with clever titles, it was something that 
Christophe needed to internationalise 
his work in France. You brought smart, 
refined English writing to his activities. 



You say intelligent things in an inter-
esting way. It’s more than just providing 
texts for publicity, it’s like branding a 
campaign.

RD: Sure. 

SC: Without your ideas...”What’s left af-
ter the end of art? More art of course, 
and we’re going to have to live with it.” 
I mean, this is brilliant, it’s tongue in 
cheek of course, but it’s more than that. 

RD: As well as being a soapbox it let me 
refine a certain kind of journalistic, 
critical style that had appeal. It led to 
a lot of work, catalogue texts, book in-
troductions, magazine and online stuff. 
I worked with Laurent Godin and a cou-
ple of museums in France. I worked for Le 
Monde and Telerama. People who actually 
paid me money. I put some of those pub-
lications in Appendix A. It connected me 
to the contemporary art world in a way 
my own artistic production never had at 
that point. It’s another reason I really 
don’t consider myself an outsider artist. 
Even if the art world didn’t know what 
was going on with me, for whatever rea-
son, I certainly had a good idea of what 
people were up to. And the quality of 
your attention changes when you have to 
write about something. You discover what 
you actually think.

SC: But you didn’t want to have a carreer 
in art criticism. You were doing many 
other things. You made “Place de la Re-
publique.” 

RD: My homage to Louis Malle. 

SC: Do you still shoot pictures with a dig-
ital camera? Or do you use your iPhone? 
Is there any need for a specialized cam-
era? Except for maybe still lifes. Street 
photography is almost all done with iP-
hones these days.

RD: I use my iPhone all the time. It’s like 
a visual diary or journal. 

SC: In the analog days there was a delay 
between shooting and seeing the result. 
Now it’s instantaneous and you can take 
hundreds or thousands of photos a day. 

Has the value of the individual photo 
been undermined?

RD: I’d say, to make an analogy, that cam-
eras have become like pencils were for 
centuries - everyone had access to them, 
but there weren’t a whole lot of Rem-
brants or Watteaus.

SC: But the distribution made possible by 
digital technology is really new. To be 
an original image maker is much harder. 
We are flooded by so many good images.

RD: I like what Kenneth Goldsmith has to 
say about originality and archival work. 
He’s right about our whole conception of 
what it means to be original. He is as im-
portant a thinker now as Walter Benja-
min was in his day.

SC: Your film “The Visit,” and I’m reading 
from the text, “is a comedy that deals 
with a lot of serious issues, like teenage 
sexuality in the internet age.” Is this 
your homage to Larry Clark?

RD: There’s more John Waters in it than 
Larry Clark. That film happened because 
of my relationship with a well known 
child actor named Côme Levin, he’s my 
friend the artist Frédérique Morrel’s 
kid. Once Côme and I decided to do a film 
together we worked incredibly fast. We 
wrote, cast, and shot the flim in under 
three months. That may not be a record, 
but that’s really fast film making. 

SC: You say it’s an old paradigm. “A sexy 
American puritan comes to France and 
finds herself entangled in a web of old 
world intrigue.” James’ “Portrait of a 
Lady” is the reference. 

RD: In Henry James’ novel Isabel Archer 
is a sexy Puritan who has just inherited 
money and arrives in Paris, the city of 
sex and sin. She gets involved in a vast 
web of devious intrigue that is beyond 
her ability as an American to imagine or 
deal with. So this is a retelling and an 
update of that story from an adolescent 
point of view. The girl who comes to Par-
is, in this case to spend her Christmas 
holiday with her aunt and cousin, is very 
religious. Her cousin is a porn addict. She 



thinks he is possessed by the devil and is 
determined to cure him. 

SC: What do you think of French films, 
like “The Color Blue,” or any films, that 
deal with teenage sexuality in a way 
that goes beyond the old conventions? 

RD: That film about the two lesbians? 
That’s really different from “The Visit.” 

SC: More John Waters than Larry Clark. 
It’s more grotesque than romantic and 
erotic?

RD: It’s also just funny. It’s not ironi-
cally amusing, it’s laugh-out-loud funny. 
Even the French laugh at this one. Côme 
grew up doing comedy and he’s got an im-
peccable sense of comic timing. He knows 
how to write it and knows how to act it. 
He’s a comic and he was willing to expoit 
that to get at a profound examination of 
teenage sexuality and identity. Not just 
the internet and pornography, although 
that’s pervasive. It’s almost banal now, 
but at the time it was new. This was the 
first generation to grow up, boys and 
girls, watching exteme forms of pornog-
raphy. Because it’s a comedy people can 
see “The Visit” not be offended or scared 
or freaked out or disturbed. We had 
screenings where mothers came with their 
kids and told me afterwards they were 
really glad they had seen it together. 

SC: You don’t belong to the Beaux Arts 
tradition.

RD: Which gives me a lot of freedom. 

SC: You don’t depend on the market. It’s 
also a danger. You have all the freedom 
you want but nothing is decisive. It’s not 
a criticsm.

RD: It’s a fact.

SC: It’s a fact. You don’t fear a fiasco. 
You are sheltered from the effects of 
your art on your life in a way.

RD: I can afford to fail because I have 
nothing to lose. My life has been incred-
ibly risky in terms of a career. From the 
decision at 14 to be a poet. Over the years 

I’ve rarely felt discouraged or stuck. 
It’s like a river flowing. If it can’t go in 
one direction, it goes in another. But I’ve 
recognized the risk, financially and even 
socially. And I’ve often thought that if I 
don’t live long enough then what I have 
been doing will never get recognized as 
a body of work. It’s been a long game. I 
have to stay around long enough for the 
arc to be apparent. 

SC: So you had a show last year, “Afterart 
Infrathins, Pop-up Poetry.” A one-man 
show of some of your current and past 
work. Most with a strong use of words, 
including many of your artists books. 
You read your recent poetry. “The Mythy 
Quick” was screened in a loop. So this is a 
mini retrospective, which means you were 
thinking of it even before we started on 
this catalogue. You were thinking about 
the idea of shaping your work. A way of 
presenting it to the public. Poetry, visu-
al work, and film. Before we conclude, I 
have one more question. You haven’t made 
any films in the last couple of years. 
Why?

RD: I felt I had come to the end of some-
thing. I started writing novels. I became 
as passionate about persuing that as I 
had been about making films.

SC: We haven’t talked much about the nov-
els, in fact. What have you written?

RD: “Unplugged Yellow” and “The Half 
Moon.”

SC: Opium Books published “Unplugged 
Yellow.” How did that happen? I remem-
ber seeing an early draft of this book in 
the late 90s.

RD: Yeah, I wrote it in the 90s and noth-
ing concrete ever happened. It got some 
interest from agents and editors in New 
York. Basically everyone wanted me to 
turn it into a real memoir, which for me 
just really missed the point. But I con-
cede it needed a rewrite. I took another 
swing at it in 2015 and I was ready to 
publish it at Afterart. I had a POD made 
up. And then I had a show of my posters 
at 25-50 on rue Oberkampf, and my friend 
Adrian Dannatt came. As well as the post-



ers, I left a bunch of my dream poems 
around in their newspaper format. Adri-
an picked one up and read it there and 
told me he thought it was my masterpiece. 
He came for dinner a couple of night’s 
later with Josh Shoemake. He noticed “Un-
plugged Yellow” and I gave him a copy. 
He called me the next day to say it was 
going to be a best seller. I ordered Josh’s 
books on Amazon, he’s written two, a liter-
ary guide to Morocco and a novel called 
“Planet Willie.” I read them and sent him 
appreciations - I liked them both. I no-
ticed that “Planet Willie” was published 
by Opium Books, and asked about them. 
I went to the web site, and saw it was 
an author-run press started by Josh him-
self and Danny Moynihan, the famous art 
collector, writer and curator who wrote 
“Broadway Boogie Woogie,” which was the 
gold standard at the time for novels of 
art world shenanigans. They read it and 
decided to publish it. I wanted to do the 
special, signed limited edition and they 
were into that. I aslo wanted to promote 
the book by touring art venues, and they 
totally agreed. I had some great read-
ings.

SC: So let’s finish with “The Half Moon.”

RD: I completed it recently. I’m looking 
for a publisher now.

SC: You didn’t want to publish it with 
Opium Books?

RD: This book requires different treat-
ment. I’m going to wait until I meet the 
right person at a cocktail party or some-
thing. 

SC: There’s a real plot and characters 
taken from real life. One of the protag-
onists is Maurice Joffo. I’m reading from 
the synopsis, he was “a world-class coif-
feur with a string of salons. He was also 
a jewelry thief who had a gang of Bul-
garians working for him.” It sounds like 
Jacques Demy, classic film noir from the 
60s. So, and I’m reading again, “I thought 
the story had everything I needed to 
hang my Parisian experiences on. Almost 
30 years later “The Half Moon” is the re-
sult. I’ve known some version of the many 

characters in the book,” etc., etc. Is this 
a disguised autobiography? 

RD: No, it’s not autobiographical but it’s 
entirely based on my experiences in Par-
is. 

SC: With French characters.

RD: There’s only one American. He’s a pro-
fessional skateboarder and an aspir-
ing novelist. It’s a Parisian story. “Un-
plugged Yellow” was a New York story, 
although it does go to Paris.

SC: And to Timbucktoo. So this has been a 
huge project. And you recently finished 
it.

RD: I did some readings and handed out 
copies of the book in POD form to any-
one who would write back to me about it. 
Quite a few people did. Basically I crowd-
sourced the editing process and I did a 
significant rewrite based on some of the 
comments. 

SC: In terms of plot?

RD: No. There’s a 14-year-old Rroma boy 
in the book. He was always an important 
character, but in the course of writing I 
kind of fell in love with him and he grew 
in importance. He was in the opening and 
closing chapters. It’s really him that we 
follow. And I hadn’t fully taken that 
into account, that shift occurred while 
writing, and it unbalanced the book. It 
needed rebalancing.

SC: You cut it down? 

RD: I made it longer. I gave him more 
weight. I developed his character in ways 
I needed to. I made him rounder. I’m very 
glad I did it.

SC: I look forward to reading it.

RD: Everyone says it would make a fab-
ulous film. Maybe that will be my next 
project.




















































